
 

 

Adults Only Easter Egg Hunt Instructions: 

Cut the clues below in strips and insert into the corresponding numbered egg. 

 

 

 

#1 - You’re looking for your Easter treat, but there’s something you must do. Inspect    

the place you dress your feet, and hunt for your next clue. 

 

 

#2 - It turns and it twists, the outcome to be seen; it spins and it churns until contents     

are ___________________.  

 

 

#3 - Oh, what glee when you find #3, somewhere in the car the next clue will be. 

 

 

#4 - Boob tube, idiot box and telly refers to this machine; on it, news and idols 

    are weekly seen. 

 

 

#5 - To the backyard you go, where #5 nests in the grasses mowed. 

  

 

#6 -  4 + 4 = ?    (Rhyme with the answer and fill in the blank.) 

        You stand on this device to check your ____________________. 

  

 

#7 - The next Easter egg will be found with ease, if you get a sudden urge to sneeze. 

  

 

#8 - When water drips, it makes a clink; find your next clue under the __________. 

  

 

#9 - What has four legs, but can’t walk? It is sturdy and has a top. 

 

 

#10 - Fill in the blanks using the letters provided:      c e h n r s 

  u _ d _ _          t _ _         _ o u _ _          _ u _ _ i o _ 



 

      #11 - Sweet nothings and late night talk is often exchanged on this fluffy object.  

 

  

      #12 - Unscramble: I’m dinhgi in the crowiaevm in the nithkec. 

  

 

#13 - A throne of sorts, or John to some, a military head or a place to rest your bum. 

                

 

#14 - You check this box every day, and now on Sunday. 

 

 

#15 - Find something which has keys but opens no door, you enter with a passcode 

         before you explore…. 

 

 

#16 - With 3 ZZZs and a nod, and seasonally under cover; solve this last clue and 

          something awaits you, my lover! 

 

 

 

#9 - Under the sink 

#10 - Under the table 

#11 - Under couch cushion 

#12 - On a bed pillow 

#13 - In the microwave 

#14 - Around the toilet 

#15 - Mailbox         

#16 - Computer keyboard   

#1 – In the egg carton in frig 

#2 - Clothes closet 

#3 - Washing machine 

#4 - In the car 

#5 -  Behind the TV 

#6 - In the backyard 

#7 - Under the scale 

#8 - Tissue box 

Hide the numbered eggs in the corresponding locations listed below. 

Don’t forget to have a gift or surprise hidden in or around the bed, which 

Clue #16 leads to.  


